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Chapter 1

Introduction

The MIT Scheller Teacher Education Program (STEP) lab has developed several educational platforms targeted towards middle and high school students. TaleBlazer is one such project that is designed for making and playing educational mobile games. The platform is used to create location-based augmented reality (AR) games that use the GPS found on most mobile devices to trigger in-game actions based on the player’s real-world location. Each game is associated with one or more real-world regions specified by latitudinal and longitudinal boundaries. When players move to locations marked by an icon on the screen, they can interact with virtual objects, characters, or data in the game world. The TaleBlazer platform also includes an online editor that is used by game designers to create AR games using a blocks-based programming language. The goal of the TaleBlazer platform is to encourage players to learn about their surroundings in an interactive and engaging manner.

With the original production version of TaleBlazer, game designers used large amounts of text to relay critical game information to players. Games designers could enrich their games by supplementing this text with optional images and video. However, even with this media support, TaleBlazer games required players to focus their attention on their mobile device screens rather than their surroundings. This is undesirable from a design perspective since the platform is meant to augment — not replace — the experience of exploring a particular location. The goal of this project is to reduce the time players spend looking at their devices by adding audio support
to the platform. Adding audio to games allows players to make progress in the game while still interacting with the physical space around them. It also gives game designers the chance to add personality and dimension to their games, resulting in a richer experience for players. For instance, designers can use accents or background music to add to the aesthetic of the game. This thesis will describe the design of the new audio feature, as well as the infrastructure improvements that were made to deploy it.

1.1 Motivations

The original implementation of TaleBlazer relied on text to impart game information to players. In particular, game designers often added descriptions to characters in their games using large blocks of richly-formatted text, which is text with extra formatting (positioning, coloring, etc.). These text-heavy games are not ideal for players for two main reasons: player age and the setting in which games are played. First, many TaleBlazer users are young students who may find it difficult to read several paragraphs of text at a time. Second, most games developed using the platform are played outdoors due to TaleBlazer’s reliance on GPS. For example, organizations like the Columbia Zoo & Aquarium use the platform to create games that students can play during field trips. In these settings, it often becomes difficult for players to read large amounts of text due to screen size/resolution, screen glare, and outside distractions.

While the original version of the platform supported images and videos, it still forced players to constantly look at their mobile devices during gameplay. As a result, screen glare was an issue in outdoor settings. Furthermore, game designers still used text as the primary method of communicating information to players; images and video were oftentimes used to supplement and enhance the text.

The original codebase also contained a prototype of the audio feature described in this thesis; I had developed this prototype as part of a prior project [11]. Upon starting my thesis work, the prototype had not yet been shipped to the public. This
The addition of audio to the platform reduces TaleBlazer’s reliance on text, resulting in more complex and diverse games. Rather than reading large blocks of text, players can listen to audio recordings to learn key game information. This is particularly useful because players will no longer have to constantly look at their mobile devices. They will have the chance to explore and learn from their surroundings while listening to in-game audio. One potential use case would be designing audio tour games for students on field trips. These games could combine the educational value of an audio tour with the engaging and interactive elements of gameplay, resulting in a highly enriching experience for students. Another use case would be supplementing an existing TaleBlazer game with audio to encourage players to look up from their devices. The introduction of audio to TaleBlazer can change the way existing games are played, as well as broaden the horizons for the types of games that can be developed.

1.2 Chapter Summary

Chapter 2 provides background information on TaleBlazer and the original state of media support on the platform. Chapter 3 details the steps taken to improve usability of the existing audio clips feature in the mobile application, and Chapter 4 explains the audio clip improvements made to the editor. Chapter 5 describes user testing of audio clips and summarizes the feedback that was received. Chapter 6 discusses platform infrastructure improvements that were made to improve uploading of audio clips and all other media assets. Chapter 7 describes media tutorials that were added.
to the TaleBlazer editor for new users. Chapter 8 suggests future enhancements to
the audio clips feature and to other forms of supported media. Chapter 9 concludes.
Chapter 2

Background

For nearly two decades, the MIT STEP Lab has developed many different platforms for educational gaming. TaleBlazer is one such project that utilizes location-based AR to facilitate real-world exploration and learning. The new audio clips functionality builds upon existing infrastructure to make the gaming experience seamless and intuitive for TaleBlazer users.

2.1 TaleBlazer Platform

TaleBlazer is a platform for both creating and playing educational location-based AR games. The target audience therefore includes game designers and players. The primary audience of game designers consists of partner organizations, students making games in summer camps or after-school programs, and facilitators who work with youth to create TaleBlazer games. Our partner organizations include the Columbus Zoo & Aquarium and the Missouri Botanical gardens \[18\]. These organizations use TaleBlazer to create games to teach visitors about the sites they are exploring. Students taking part in TaleBlazer programs range from fifth grade on up, and they create and play their own games to get experience with game design. The students are generally accompanied by facilitators who guide them through the process and teach them about the platform. As such, typical TaleBlazer players include students, as well as visitors to our partner organizations.
2.1.1 Overview

The TaleBlazer platform consists of three main parts:

- Online editor where game designers create games
- Server where games are saved
- Mobile application with which players can download and play games.

Game designers use the online editor to create their games and save their work to the TaleBlazer server. With the editor interface, they can specify regions of gameplay – real-world locations with latitudinal and longitudinal boundaries where games are typically played. A single game can have multiple regions that indicate different physical locations or just different chapters or stages of the game in the same location. Within these regions, game designers can select locations at which to place agents – virtual objects and characters. When a game designer saves a game on the editor, the data models used to represent the game on the editor are serialized and saved into a text file – called the game file – on the server.

In order to play these games, players use the TaleBlazer mobile application which is supported on both Android and iOS devices. The mobile application downloads games from the TaleBlazer server by first downloading the game file and parsing it. This allows the application to recreate all the data models from the editor. These data models must contain the URLs of all media asset files needed in the game so that the mobile application can download them from the server. After the app finishes downloading all the necessary media, the player can begin playing the game.

To make it easier for game designers to share games with each other, the TaleBlazer server has a remixing feature. Remixing allows designers to copy a game from another TaleBlazer designer’s account into their own account. While designers can’t modify the original game since it belongs to another user, they can edit their remixed copy of the game.
2.1.2 Game Mechanics

On the TaleBlazer mobile app, players are presented with a rich text game introduction upon starting a new game. During gameplay, players see a map of the current region marked with agent locations. When players move to the location of an agent, they bump into the agent; at this point, the mobile application displays the agent dashboard – a screen containing rich text and an image describing the agent (Figure 2-1). Agents can be characters in the game world that users interact with, or they can be virtual objects that can be picked up and stored in the player’s inventory.

Agents can be associated with one or more actions, which appear as buttons on the agent dashboard. Players use these buttons to select which actions to perform, and they have the option to close the dashboard (by hitting the “OK” button) without choosing any actions.
Figure 2-2: Example TaleBlazer script. The script defines a script action called “Sail” that moves the player’s location in the game, displays some text, and switches to the Map tab in the mobile application.

There are four types of actions that have different effects when clicked:

- **Text** – displays richly-formatted text
- **Video** – plays an in-game video
- **Script** – executes a custom script created by the game designer
- **Built-in** – performs built-in functionality, such as picking up/dropping virtual objects.

Script actions are defined by writing scripts using a blocks-based programming language in the online editor. *Script blocks* are visual objects that can be dragged and chained together on the editor to write custom script logic. The blocks support standard control flow logic, as well as behavior specific to TaleBlazer games, such as moving agent locations on the map or enabling/disabling the display of actions. Figure 2-2 shows an example TaleBlazer script.

There are two special types of agents that can be used to hide information from the user until they enter a valid code: *password-protected agents* and *clue code agents*. A password-protected agent requires players to enter the correct password in order to gain access to the agent’s actions. Clue code agents can be summoned by the player at any time or location by entering the correct code into the Clue Code tab of the mobile interface.
TaleBlazer also supports the creation of *role-playing games* in which the player can assume one of many virtual characters defined by the game designer. In these games, the player makes their role selection at the beginning of the game. If the game designer enables the display of the *player dashboard*, players can navigate to the Player tab in the mobile interface and see which role they selected, along with a corresponding rich text description and image. Similarly, there is an additional *world dashboard* (on the World tab) which contains information about the overall game world. It can also be customized with a rich text description and an image. Like the agent dashboard, the player and world dashboards can contain actions. However, they differ from the agent dashboard in that they are tabs on the mobile interface and therefore always accessible during gameplay (Figure 2-3). The agent dashboard, on the other hand, is only displayed when the player bumps into the agent.
2.1.3 Technologies

The TaleBlazer editor is written in JavaScript with an HTML and CSS front end. It is hosted on the TaleBlazer server, which also stores all game data and account information. The server is written in PHP and uses a MySQL database. The mobile application is developed using the Appcelerator Titanium platform, which compiles JavaScript code into native iOS and Android applications.

2.1.4 Image Support

As described in the previous section, images are used to customize the look of the agent, player, and world dashboards. These dashboards contain the custom image, followed by an optional rich text description. To customize the image for a particular dashboard, a game designer opens the *image picker* from the editor (Figure 2-4). This picker lets the designer upload a new image file, select an image that is already being used in the game, or select an image from one of their other games.
Besides the various dashboards, custom images can be used for depicting regions. To specify the locations of agents in a region, game designers choose from a set of possible icons. These icons are displayed on a map during gameplay. For outdoor games, designers use either a dynamic map or a static custom map image to depict a region so that players can find nearby agents. While dynamic maps use the mobile device’s maps API, custom map images are selected by the game designer and can be modified to fit the theme of the game (Figure 2-5). Custom map images are also used for indoor regions in which GPS location-tracking is not possible. In indoor regions, players enable the *tap to visit* setting, allowing them to tap on the agent icons to bump into them.

### 2.1.5 Video Support

The only way to add custom video to games is with a video action. To select video for a video action, game designers use the *video picker* on the editor, which is very similar to the image picker. As shown in Figure 2-6, designers can upload new video files, or reuse video files they have already uploaded in the past.
2.1.6 Audio Support

With the original production version of TaleBlazer, there was only one type of supported audio: *sound effects*. There are only three sound effects supported by the platform:

1. Agent bump chime
2. Correct password chime
3. Incorrect password buzzer.

The agent bump chime is played whenever a player bumps into an agent. The correct password chime is played when a player enters the correct password for a password-protected agent, and the incorrect password buzzer is played when an incorrect password is entered. Sound effects are built into the platform and therefore cannot be customized by the game designer.

Another type of audio — called *audio clips* — was introduced in the original implementation of TaleBlazer. Audio clips represent audio recordings attached to rich text in games. However, this new form of audio was not released to the public.
prior to this project; sounds effects were the only supported form of audio in the production version of the platform. Section 2.2 describes in more detail the work done on audio clips prior to this project.

2.2 Prior Work on Audio Clips

The original implementation of TaleBlazer contained a prototype of the audio clips feature that I developed earlier. It is important to note that this prototype was not yet released to the public at the start of this project. The prototype served as the foundation for this project, and the work described in Chapters 3-7 has made it ready for deployment. The new version of the audio clips feature has now been released and is in the production version of TaleBlazer. This section describes the design and implementation of the prototype of the audio clips feature.

2.2.1 Prototype Overview

The prototype feature introduced the notion of audio clips to the platform. Audio clips represented audio recordings attached to rich text. Game designers could attach audio clips to rich text by uploading audio files on the rich text editor (Figure 2-7). During gameplay, players were presented with the visual text on the screen accompanied by the attached audio clip. The recording did not necessarily have to match the text being displayed, differentiating this from text-to-speech. Instead, audio clips could be used to enhance gameplay in whatever way the designer saw fit. This could mean recording the exact words that appeared in the rich text, summarizing the text in a more concise manner, or having a voice actor read the text more dramatically.

There are five main ways of displaying rich text in TaleBlazer games:

- Game introduction
- Text action
- “Say rich text” script block
Figure 2-7: Prototype version of the rich text editor. Game designers could upload and attach audio clips directly from the dialog.

- “Set description to rich text” script block
- Agent/Player/World dashboard

Since audio clips were so tightly coupled with rich text, it was not possible to use them outside of the five modes described above.

2.2.2 Uploading Audio Files

A new database table was created for storing metadata of the uploaded audio files. This metadata included: the file path of the recording on the server, its duration in seconds, and the name of the audio clip. The audio clip name defaulted to the name of the uploaded file.

After database support was added, the audio file uploader was implemented utilizing PHP’s built-in uploading capabilities. The uploader accepted the following audio file types: mp3, wma, m4a, and wav. If there was a name collision between the uploaded file and an existing audio file on the server, the server gave the new file a unique name.
Figure 2-8: Audio file processing on the server. Uploaded files were converted to wav for SoX volume adjustment. FFmpeg compressed and converted files to m4a. The final output files were saved on the server and intermediate results were deleted.

The volume of uploaded recordings was normalized and maximized using the Sound eXchange (SoX) command line utility [17]. In order to use SoX, uploaded files were first converted to wav using a free software tool called FFmpeg [6]. To ensure correct playback of audio on mobile devices, the volume-adjusted recordings were compressed and converted to m4a using FFmpeg. This process is shown in Figure 2-8. We chose this file format because it is a standard supported by FFmpeg, Titanium, and most mobile devices. If the upload was successful, metadata from the file was collected and saved to the database.

This audio conversion and compression process is very similar to the existing video upload processing on the server. SoX is used to maximize the volume of the audio track in videos, and FFmpeg is used to convert video files to the mp4 format.

### 2.2.3 Attaching Audio Clips to Rich Text

In order to preserve the connection between rich text and its associated audio, changes were made to the underlying JavaScript data models on the editor. In particular, the editor was modified to store a numeric audio server id alongside each piece of rich text. This server id was the server-side database id of the corresponding entry in the audio table. Upon successfully uploading an audio file, the server responded with this id, and the editor saved it as a new field in the appropriate data model.

### 2.2.4 Saving Games

Supporting proper audio downloading from the mobile application required making updates to the way games were saved on the editor. In particular, audio clip URLs
Figure 2-9: Audio asset saving process. The resulting JavaScript asset data models were serialized and stored in the game file on the server. Before gameplay, the mobile app downloaded and parsed the game file, recreating the asset data models so it could download the appropriate audio files.

needed to be included in the JavaScript data models before serialization so that the mobile application could find those URLs when parsing the game file. In order to do this, the list of all audio server ids used in the game was compiled when a game designer hit save on the editor. The editor sent a request to the TaleBlazer server to get the URLs corresponding to those server ids. A new JavaScript *asset data model* was created for each of the audio files, containing the corresponding URL returned by the server, the audio clip name, and its duration. Like all other data models on the editor, these server assets were then serialized for permanent storage in the server-side game file. The saving process (shown in Figure 2-9) therefore converted the server ids for the audio clips into asset data models; these contained the URLs that the mobile application could later use to download the audio assets before gameplay.

2.2.5 Comparison to Existing Assets

The process of saving audio clip URLs differed from the way in which video and image assets were handled. For images and video, there was no concept of a server id as there was for audio clips. Instead, every time an image or video was uploaded from the editor, a new asset data model was created that included the URL of the newly-uploaded image or video. As a result, no extra compilation/conversion step was required for these assets upon saving games in the editor; since the URLs were
already in the game’s data models, they were present during serialization and therefore included in the game file.

The drawback of this approach was that it prevented linking assets with script blocks: there was no script block that could display an image or play video. This was because of the manner in which image/video assets were managed. The TaleBlazer editor managed these assets by maintaining a reference counter that kept track of how many different locations an asset data model had been referenced. When the reference counter of an asset data model dropped to zero, the corresponding data model was automatically deleted. For example, if the same image were used for two different agents, the reference count of the corresponding asset data model would be two. Then if the game designer modified the images for both agents, the original image’s asset data model would have a reference count of zero, and therefore be deleted.

This asset management system was incompatible with script blocks because blocks could be copied and pasted. If script blocks could play video or display images, they would need to store a reference to the corresponding asset data model. However, one problematic scenario is outlined below. In the editor, the game designer could:

1. Copy a script block referencing an asset data model that is not referenced anywhere else in the game

2. Delete the script block

3. Paste the block back into the script.

In this scenario, the reference count of the asset data model was one in the first step because the model was not referenced anywhere else. In step two, the reference count would drop down to zero because the block — and therefore the last reference to the model — was deleted. As a result, the model would automatically be deleted. Then in the third step, the pasted-in block would contain a reference to a now-nonexistent asset data model. This broken reference would cause problems when the mobile application tried to download the non-existent asset from the server.

The benefit of handling audio assets as described in Section 2.2.4 was that it made including audio in script blocks possible. This was important because two of
the ways of displaying rich text were with script blocks (Section 2.2.1). With the new design, rich text script blocks could store the audio server id, and when blocks were copied/pasted, the same server id would be present in the pasted block. The issue of broken references in script blocks was avoided by bypassing the asset management system that maintained reference counters. Instead, all necessary audio asset data models were constructed when the game was saved, avoiding the problem of dangling references to nonexistent assets.

2.2.6 Playing Games with Audio Clips

Since the editor converted audio server ids into URLs during game saving, these URLs were present in the game file that the mobile application downloaded from the server. The mobile app could therefore download the necessary audio clips to the device before gameplay.

During gameplay, audio clips were played automatically when the corresponding rich text was displayed on-screen. Since the rich text was internally represented as HTML, the mobile application used the Titanium web view to render rich text to the screen. Upon rendering, the app found the corresponding audio file in local storage and automatically began playback using the Titanium Sound API, which has resources for playing audio. Audio playback was stopped when the player exited out of the rich text screen. For the player/world dashboards, this would occur when the player switched tabs in the mobile app. For all other rich text in the game, this would happen when the player hit the “OK” button (shown in Figure 2-1), closing the web view.

2.2.7 Advantages of Audio Clips

Since there was no audio clip support in the original production version of TaleBlazer, designers used video actions when they wanted to include audio in their games. For example, they would record videos with the desired audio track, leaving the video
track blank. The introduction of audio clips improves upon this method of using video as an audio substitute in three ways.

1. **Audio files occupy less storage space than videos.**

   Table 2.1 shows approximate sizes of video and audio files that are one minute in length. These estimates are based on the server’s compression rates for uploaded video and audio assets. Since audio files are much smaller than videos, they occupy less space on the TaleBlazer server. More importantly, they occupy less storage space when they are downloaded onto mobile devices before gameplay. This is critical because mobile devices have such limited storage capacity.

2. **Audio clips are not restricted to agent actions.**

   As mentioned in Section 2.1.5, videos can only be added to games via video actions. Audio clips, on the other hand, can be added anywhere there is rich text in a game.

3. **Audio clips can be played without a data connection on all mobile devices.**

   Due to an idiosyncrasy of the Android platform, video cannot be cached on Android devices without SD-cards — it must be live-streamed. This prevents players with such devices from playing in-game video without a data connection. However, audio clips do not have this limitation — they can be cached on these devices. This is particularly useful because players can download games with audio on their devices when they have a data connection, and then play them outdoors in settings without reliable connectivity. Partner organizations can also turn off the data connection on the mobile devices that they lend to visitors and still be certain that the audio clips in their games will play as intended.

2.2.8 Challenges

In this prototype phase, the audio clips feature was not yet ready for deployment. There were three main challenges that needed to be addressed before audio clips
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Type</th>
<th>Bitrate (kbps)</th>
<th>Size of File (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: One-minute video and audio file sizes estimates. The audio bitrate is based on the FFmpeg defaults for the AAC encoder. The video bitrate is based on the FFmpeg defaults using the MPEG-4 encoder for a frame rate of 29.97 and dimensions of 720x480. The estimates show that a one-minute audio file occupies roughly 20% of the storage space required for a video of the same duration.

functionality could be released to the public: two challenges with the mobile interface, and one with the editor interface. Chapter 3 describes the work done to address the challenges in the mobile application. Chapter 4 does the same for the challenge in the editor.

The first challenge was to add playback controls for audio clips in the mobile application. With these controls, players could rewind and replay audio if they missed critical game information. In the prototype implementation, the mobile application displayed no playback controls, and recordings would start playing automatically, giving players no chance to rewind or pause audio.

The second challenge was to include audio settings in the mobile application. These would allow players to turn off audio clips or disable autoplay, facilitating gameplay in quiet conditions. The prototype implementation had no settings pertaining to audio, forcing players to rely on their mobile device sound settings while using the TaleBlazer application.

Finally, the third challenge was to improve the interface on the editor so that game designers could review and manage their uploaded audio assets. For example, with the prototype implementation, the rich text editor only displayed the server id for the uploaded audio clip (Figure 2-10), making it impossible for designers to know which clip they had attached to the text. With an improved interface, game designers could view details about the clip attached to a piece of rich text.

These three challenges were addressed in this project, resulting in a more polished version of the audio clips feature that has been shipped to the public.
2.3 Similar Platforms

The space of location-based augmented reality games is small but growing with the popularization of mobile devices. As we introduced audio to TaleBlazer, it was useful to consider how audio and other forms of media were used by existing platforms in this space.

2.3.1 ARIS

Like TaleBlazer, ARIS is a platform for playing and creating AR location-based mobile games [4]. The platform consists of an online editor and a mobile application supported on iOS. ARIS players can walk around in the real world and interact with objects in the game world. The ARIS app uses GPS location to trigger interaction between objects and players. The objects contain the media content that the game designer would like to show the player. ARIS game designers specify the content for objects by uploading media on the editor. The platform handles all image, audio, and video uploads from the same interface. Media assets can also be edited using...
the dialog shown in Figure 2-11. For audio in particular, an HTML5 audio player allows game designers to listen to uploaded audio assets. Furthermore, assets can be renamed so that designers can easily identify them without having to rely on audio playback. ARIS’s handling of audio provides insight into the types of features game designers will expect from the TaleBlazer editor. The audio upload feature in ARIS is therefore a useful guideline for the design of audio clip uploads in the TaleBlazer editor.

Figure 2-12 shows how the ARIS mobile application displays objects with audio. Players are shown a microphone icon, which they click to start the QuickTime audio player. There are no audio playback controls, but players can replay the clip by tapping the microphone icon again. The TaleBlazer mobile interface for audio improves upon this, giving players the chance to pause, fast-forward, and rewind clips. The TaleBlazer audio playback controls are also docked to the bottom of the screen, allowing players to listen to audio while reading the associated text.

2.3.2 7Scenes

7Scenes is another platform for designing and playing AR location-based mobile games [1]. Organizations and other game designers use the online editor to design their interactive games. They add markers to a map to create places, real-world locations that have media and other content associated with them in the game. Figure 2-13
Figure 2-12: ARIS mobile app audio interface. When the microphone icon (left) is tapped, the QuickTime audio player (right) begins.

shows the dialog box for adding a new place with audio. The dialog allows designers to upload a new audio file or select from a previously uploaded file. Audio places can also have an optional image to accompany the recording.

In the 7Scenes mobile app, players can see a map of all nearby places, and they can tap on these markers to view the attached content. Figure 2-14 shows the 7Scenes mobile interface for viewing a place with an attached image and audio file. The player can use the audio playback controls to rewind and replay the clip as needed.

The 7Scenes editor and mobile application provide examples of the type of audio functionality that TaleBlazer users will expect from the platform. Some of the audio features in 7Scenes have therefore been incorporated into the design of the audio clips feature. For example, the new TaleBlazer mobile application includes audio playback controls (Section 3.1) to provide a usable interface for players. Additionally, the new version of the TaleBlazer editor allows game designers to view their existing audio uploads (Section 4.2), as in the 7Scenes editor.
Figure 2-13: 7Scenes audio uploader.

Figure 2-14: 7Scenes mobile app audio player.
Chapter 3

Audio Clips on Mobile

As described in Section 2.1.6, the audio clips feature was in a prototype phase at the start of this project. There were two main challenges we needed to address before shipping audio clips functionality on TaleBlazer mobile (Section 2.2.8). The first challenge was to display audio playback controls while playing audio clips. With the prototype implementation, there were no controls, making it impossible for players to rewind and replay clips if they missed any important information. The second challenge was to add audio settings in the mobile application. There were no such settings in the prototype version, preventing players from disabling audio clips or sound effects. These two challenges have been addressed in this project, and this chapter describes the steps that were taken for each.

3.1 Audio Playback Controls

The first challenge was to add playback controls for audio clips in the mobile application. The original implementation of audio clips did not allow players to pause, rewind, or replay audio in the mobile application. This is a major limitation because most TaleBlazer games are played outdoors, so it’s easy to imagine a scenario in which outside distractions might cause players to miss parts of the clip. Without playback controls, it would become difficult for players to replay the clip and listen to the parts that they missed. In the new version of the audio clips feature, audio
playback controls are displayed at the bottom of the screen so that players can easily pause and replay audio as necessary.

3.1.1 Design Decisions

Before implementing the playback controls, we had to determine whether or not audio clips should start playing automatically. In cases where we decided not to use autoplay, the audio playback controls would still be visible if the player wanted to start the clip, but playback would not start automatically. Since audio clips can be added to games in five different ways (Section 2.2.1), we had to consider all five methods when making the decision.

We determined that audio clips should always autoplay in three of the five cases:

- Game introduction
- Text action
- “Say rich text” script block.

This is because these three modes of adding rich text with audio result in a similar interface on the mobile app – they use a full-screen Titanium web view to display the rich text. Autoplay makes sense with this interface since the rich text is the sole focus of the page; the audio clip accompanying the rich text should also be a focal point.

Determining whether to employ autoplay for the agent/player/world dashboards was more difficult since the mobile interfaces differed based on the dashboard type. Unlike the agent dashboard, the world and player dashboards are tabs in the mobile app. Since the other tabs in the mobile app (like Map and Inventory) do not have any audio associated with them, we decided to keep the user experience as consistent as possible by not using autoplay on the world and player dashboards. Using autoplay on the two tabs could be jarring to users as they navigate through different tabs.

For the agent dashboard, we wanted to make sure that players would not accidentally miss any audio clips attached to the agent description. Using autoplay can
notify players that there is attached audio that may contain important game information. We therefore determined that audio clips should always autoplay when a player bumps into an agent; that way, players will not miss important details included in the recording. Without autoplay, players might not realize that there is an attached audio clip. Players can also view the agent dashboard from the History tab of the mobile interface. This tab allows players to view the agents they have bumped into in the past. To keep the player experience consistent, we also decided to autoplay clips on the agent dashboard from the History tab.

Next, we decided how to handle agent actions. Text and video actions open up a new page on top of the agent dashboard; when the player exits out of the action by closing the new page, they return to the agent dashboard. Script actions may open up new pages (i.e. if a “Say rich text” block is executed), or they may not open any new pages, leaving the player on the agent dashboard. However, a script action can potentially change the audio clip attached to an agent description. In particular, the “Set description to rich text” script block changes the agent dashboard by updating the rich text description. By updating the description, the block can potentially attach a different audio clip to the agent description. A script action that uses this block may therefore change the audio clip associated with the agent description during its execution.

Since audio is so closely correlated with rich text, designers that want to update the rich text description of an agent will most likely also want to update the associated clip. The old audio clip attached to the original description is not likely to match the new description text. As a result, we decided that by default, no audio clip will be attached to the new description (instead of defaulting to the old audio clip). Note that if a game designer wishes to change the rich text description of an agent but keep the same audio clip attached to the text, they must manually attach the same clip again to the new text via the rich text editor.

Since the audio clip attached to the agent description may change over the course of an action, we wanted to make sure that players were aware of these changes to the attached audio. This is because the new audio clip may contain new information that
the player needs to make progress in the game. Therefore, after an action is executed and the player is back on the agent dashboard, we decided to autoplay the audio clip attached to agent description if it had changed over the course of the action. Not autoplaying the new clip could confuse players, as they might not realize that the attached audio clip had changed while running the action. If the clip attached to the description was the same as before, the player would have already listened to the recording upon bumping the agent, and we decided correspondingly not to autoplay the clip. Furthermore, agents might have many actions, and it would be irritating if the same audio clip automatically restarted every time the player ran another action and returned to the dashboard.

With these design decisions, we handled all five methods of adding audio clips into TaleBlazer games, tailoring autoplay for each one. The other major decision involving audio playback controls was whether or not to save the player’s progress in the audio clip. If we saved the progress, a player could listen to an audio clip partway through and leave the page; when the player returned and played the clip, it would resume where they left off. It is important to note that most audio clips in TaleBlazer games will be short – less than two minutes in length. Game designers will not want to force players to listen to long recordings during gameplay, as this would make the game less engaging. Saving progress in audio clips is therefore not essential because players can easily use rewind/fast-forward controls to find their place in the short clips. As a result, we decided not to save progress in audio clips, instead restarting the clip from the beginning when the player reloaded the page.

3.1.2 Implementation

The final implementation of the audio playback controls in the mobile app uses a footer docked to the bottom of the screen. We use our own playback controls interface since the Titanium platform does not provide a built-in one. Our custom controls interact with the Titanium Sound object used to play the audio file (Section 2.2.6). Tap and touch events on the custom playback controls are used to manipulate the underlying Sound object.
Welcome to the audio tour of MIT! We’ll be visiting some of the most famous sites and attractions on campus.

Koch Institute

The Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer Research is a state-of-the-art cancer research facility as well as the hub of cancer research on the MIT campus. Completed in 2010, the Koch Institute brings together biologists and chemists along with mechanical and materials science engineers, computer scientists, clinicians and others, to bring an interdisciplinary approach to advancing the fight against cancer.

World

This game gives you the chance to walk around the MIT campus and learn about the Institute in the process. Explore the campus and famous attractions with this audio tour as your guide!

Figure 3-1: Audio playback controls. This shows playback controls in the game introduction (left), agent dashboard (middle), and world dashboard (right). The interface for text actions and “Say rich text” blocks is identical to that of the game introduction. The Player tab interface is identical to that of the World tab.

Figure 3-1 shows the appearance of the controls on different mobile layouts. In order, from left to right, the function of each button on the footer is: restart, rewind, pause/play, and fast-forward. The restart button was added so that players would not have to rewind through an entire recording to replay it. Tapping the rewind button allows players to skip back five seconds, while holding it down allows them to continuously rewind at 4x speed. Similarly, the fast-forward button allows players to skip forward five seconds or fast-forward continuously. These two modes of rewinding and fast-forwarding let players navigate the clip based on their needs. The pause/play button toggles back and forth, depending on whether the clip is currently playing or paused. The final component of the playback controls is the current-time indicator, which displays the player’s progress in the clip, as well as the overall duration of the recording.

In cases where the audio clip is autoplayed, playback starts automatically, displaying the pause button in the playback controls footer and updating the current-time indicator. If the clip is not autoplayed, as in the case of the world and player dash-
boards, the player must tap the play button to begin the clip. One special case is the agent bump. In this scenario, first the agent bump chime is played. Then, if the agent description has an attached audio clip, the clip is autoplayed. It is important to note that the audio playback controls footer is still visible when the sound effect is played; however, at this stage, the controls are disabled. The buttons on the controls are non-responsive, and the current-time indicator is fixed at zero progress. The controls are enabled only after the sound effect has completed and the audio clip is autoplayed. We leave the controls visible while the sound effect plays since having them suddenly appear on-screen after the sound effect finishes could be visually jarring. Disabling them prevents players from trying to start the clip while the sound effect is still playing.

Audio clips can also interact with the other two sound effects (correct password chime, incorrect password buzzer). For example, if the player bumps into a password-protected agent, the agent bump chime first plays. Then, if the agent description has an attached audio clip, the clip is autoplayed. If the player submits an incorrect password while the audio clip is playing, the clip is stopped and the incorrect password buzzer is played. Similarly, submitting a correct password will stop the playing audio clip and trigger the correct password chime. The audio clip playback controls are disabled while the incorrect/correct password sound effects are playing. After the sound effects have finished, the controls are re-enabled but the clip is still stopped.

3.2 Audio Settings

The second challenge with improving audio clips functionality in the mobile application was to add audio settings. Most commercial mobile applications that have in-game audio also have settings to disable those sounds. Users expect these settings so that they can use the mobile app in quiet locations without having to silence their phones. To align with these expectations, we have added audio settings to the Tale-Blazer mobile app so players can enable/disable the different types of audio in games. The player can modify these settings on the existing settings page in the mobile app.
In the original implementation of TaleBlazer, sound effects were always enabled and could not be turned off during gameplay. This resulted in players muting their phones if they wanted to play silently. The new settings fix this existing issue in the platform and also add options that will be useful for the new audio clips feature.

3.2.1 Design Decisions

There are two separate settings pages in the mobile app: one for application-level settings, and one for in-game settings. The application-level settings include battery power settings, and they affect the behavior of the app across all games played. On the other hand, in-game settings only affect the current game being played. Application-level settings, unlike in-game settings, cannot be modified during gameplay. To allow players to change the game’s sound settings without pausing or leaving the game, we decided to add audio settings to the in-game settings page. This also allows players to customize audio settings according the current game. Future improvements to this setup are described in Section 8.2.

In order to give players more control over in-game audio, we decided to have one setting to enable/disable sound effects, and another to enable/disable audio clips. By separating the two, players can disable both to use the app silently, or they can use any combination depending on their preference. Next, we decided to add another setting to enable/disable audio clip autoplay. With this option enabled, audio clips will autoplay according to the rules specified in Section 3.1.1. When disabled, audio clips will never autoplay. This is an important feature because some players may not want audio clips to start automatically; disabling autoplay gives them the chance to control exactly when audio clips start playing.

3.2.2 Implementation

The new audio settings have been added to the in-game settings page of the mobile app. They give players more control over in-game sounds and let them customize sound settings differently for each game.
The new Settings page is shown in Figure 3-2. The three added settings are:

- Enable/Disable Sound Effects
- Enable/Disable Audio Clips
- Enable/Disable Audio Clips Autoplay

Enabling sound effects causes the three built-in sound effects to play as they would in the original implementation. Disabling sound effects prevents them from playing. When audio clips are enabled, the audio playback controls are displayed and the audio clip can be played. When this setting is disabled, no playback controls are shown and no audio clips are played. Therefore, disabling audio clips and enabling sound effects results in behavior identical to the original implementation in production. When audio clip autoplay is enabled, audio clips start automatically in the cases defined in Section 3.1.1. When the setting is disabled, the audio controls are shown at the bottom of the screen, but players must tap the play button to start. In the special case of an agent bump, the controls are disabled until after the agent bump chime
has finished playing. Afterwards, the controls are re-enabled, but the player must still tap the play button to start the clip.
Chapter 4

Audio Clips in the Editor

There was one main challenge we needed to address before shipping audio clip functionality on the editor: we needed to design an interface for game designers to view and manage their uploaded audio clips (Section 2.2.8). In the original prototype implementation, designers could upload new audio files and attach them to rich text, but they could not view detailed information about these files or play them from the editor. This would have made it difficult for designers to check if they had uploaded the correct audio files. Additionally, there was no centralized location for designers to see all of their uploaded audio clips, which was inconsistent with the way the editor handled image and video assets. These shortcomings have been resolved by the editor updates described in this chapter.

4.1 Audio Tile

When updating the audio clips feature on the editor, we first considered the rich text editor dialog. Figure 2-10 shows what the rich text editor in the prototype implementation looked like for text that was associated with an audio clip. The minimal interface only showed the server id of the selected clip. However, the server id would be meaningless to game designers. Instead, we created a new user interface component on the editor called an audio tile that displayed audio file information useful to the game designer.
4.1.1 Design Decisions

We wanted the audio tile component to contain data that would help game designers identify the audio clip. In particular, we decided to include the following audio clip metadata: audio clip name, file size, and duration. Furthermore, we chose to include an audio player so that the game designer could play the clip directly from the editor. The new audio tile component would be placed at the bottom of the rich text editor, replacing the current indication of the numerical audio clip server id. The content of the tile would help game designers verify that they had uploaded the correct audio file for the corresponding text.

For audio playback, we chose to use an HTML5 audio player in the tile. Alternatively, we had considered using the JavaScript library called audio.js [5], which uses the HTML5 audio player if possible and falls back to a Flash player if HTML5 is unsupported. However, since most modern browsers support HTML5, we decided not to use the external library. This way, the audio clips feature would not have any dependencies on Flash or external libraries.

4.1.2 Implementation

The audio tile for a given audio clip is constructed dynamically using JavaScript. Given the server id for an audio clip, an asynchronous JavaScript (AJAX) query is used to gather the audio clip metadata and audio file URL from the TaleBlazer server. This required adding a file size field to the audio table in the database. The metadata from the server is used to generate the HTML for the audio tile. The retrieved audio file URL from the server is used to load the HTML5 audio player, and the player is added to the bottom of the tile. Figure 4-1 shows the audio tile located at the bottom of the rich text editor. Note that an AJAX query is needed to gather this data from the server because of the way in which audio assets are managed (Section 2.2). Only the server ids of the audio clips are stored in the editor’s data models; the audio clip metadata and audio file URL are stored on the server.
Figure 4-1: Rich text editor with audio tile. The tile includes audio file metadata and an HTML5 player.
If the AJAX query to the server fails or the server response cannot be parsed correctly, an error message is displayed in the tile. In this case, game designers can try closing and re-opening the rich text editor in order to retry the AJAX query. Alternatively, they can retry the upload.

### 4.2 Audio Picker

While the new audio tile allowed game designers to see useful information about the audio clip attached to a selection of rich text, the audio clips feature was not consistent with how the editor handled image and video assets. As shown in Figures 2-4 and 2-6, the image and video pickers are used to upload new image/video assets or select from existing ones. We decided to keep the audio clips implementation consistent with this design by creating a new audio picker. Instead of having the audio file upload button directly in the rich text editor, we decided to move it to the audio picker. Like the existing pickers, the audio picker would also allow the game designer to choose from audio clips they had previously uploaded.

#### 4.2.1 Design Decisions

One major difference between the audio picker and image/video pickers is the way in which assets are represented visually. The image/video pickers use thumbnails to help game designers identify their existing assets. The currently selected asset is displayed as an enlarged thumbnail at the top of the picker. This cannot be done in the case of audio since it has no visual component.

For the currently selected audio clip, we wanted to ensure that game designers could play the clip and verify that it was the correct selection. As a result, we chose to preview the selected clip with an audio tile at the top of the picker. For the game designer’s existing audio clips, we wanted to display all audio clip metadata so designers could easily identify them. However, we did not want to include audio players for these clips because that would result in a cluttered interface with numerous HTML5
players on-screen. We therefore decided to represent these clips using elements similar to the audio tile, but without the HTML5 player.

4.2.2 Implementation

With the new picker, the process for attaching audio clips to rich text is slightly different from the prototype implementation. As before, the designer must open the rich text editor and select the “Attach audio clip” checkbox. However, with the new implementation, checking the box displays a “Pick Audio” button (Figure 4-1). Clicking this button opens the audio picker, where the game designer can create a new clip or choose an existing one. After making the selection, the designer returns to the rich text editor, which displays an audio tile containing information about the selected clip.

When the picker is opened, it uses two AJAX queries to retrieve all metadata for the game designer’s existing audio clips: one query for audio clips used in the current game, and the other for all clips the designer has uploaded to the server. The response from each query is used to populate two separate tabs at the bottom of the picker: Game Files and My Files. This interface is identical to the existing image and video pickers, creating a consistent experience for game designers. The TaleBlazer Files tab also exists in the image/video pickers, and is meant to contain media built into the platform that all game designers can use. However, we do not have any such audio clips yet and so the tab is currently empty.

Note that unlike the image/video pickers, the audio picker needs to use an AJAX query to gather metadata about clips used in the current game. This is because only the server ids of audio clips are stored in the editor’s data models (Section 2.2). For images/video, the data models in the editor already include all metadata for the images and videos in the current game.

The new audio picker is shown in Figure 4-2. When no audio clip is selected, the preview box at the top states “No audio clip selected”. When a clip has been selected, an audio tile is used as a preview at the top of the picker. Game designers can select existing clips by clicking on elements under the Game Files or My Files
Figure 4-2: Audio picker. An audio tile is used to preview the currently selected clip.

tabs. When a selection is made, the preview box at the top of the picker is updated with a new audio tile for the current selection. The metadata of the selected clip is used to populate the tile and load the HTML5 player.

New audio clips can be created by using the upload button in the picker. This allows designers to select a local audio file from their computer and upload it to the TaleBlazer server. This button was previously located in the rich text editor, but was moved to the audio picker for consistency with the other media pickers. Additionally, it allows game designers to create and view their audio clips in one centralized location, rather than spreading that functionality to the rich text editor. Before the selected file is uploaded to the server, the audio picker checks its extension. Only files with the supported extensions (mp3, wma, m4a, and wav) are uploaded; an error message is shown otherwise.

While a new audio file upload is taking place, the audio picker is in the loading state (Figure 4-3). In this state, the tabs at the bottom of the picker are hidden, preventing the designer from changing their selection while an upload is taking place. This behavior is consistent with the image/video pickers, and it ensures that an upload is executed to completion without interruption. When the upload completes, the server returns the metadata of the newly uploaded clip. Upon receiving the server
response, the picker automatically closes, taking the game designer back to the rich text editor. When the picker closes, it passes the metadata of the new audio clip to the rich text editor, which uses it to update the audio tile.

4.3 Renaming Audio Clips

With the new audio picker, game designers can review all their audio clip assets and create new ones in one place. However, most platforms also let designers edit the names of their media assets (Section 2.3). We decided that a rename feature for audio clips would help designers manage their clips more efficiently.

4.3.1 Design Decisions

Unlike image and video assets, audio clips have no visual component, so game designers will rely on the audio clip name as the primary way of identifying a clip. Most recording software outputs files with nonsensical default names. Since the name of an audio clip defaults to the name of the uploaded file, audio clips would potentially have meaningless names. Furthermore, uploading multiple audio files with the same name would result in multiple audio clips with the same name. We therefore decided to allow game designers to rename audio clips from the audio picker. This way, designers could give their clips unique and meaningful names, allowing them to check that they had attached the correct clips in the editor.
We chose to put this functionality in the audio picker and not the rich text editor, since the picker is the centralized location for managing and reviewing audio clips; we did not want to spread audio management functionality across too many separate interfaces in the editor. It is important to note that renaming clips has no effect on gameplay; the audio clip names are only used in the editor to make it easier for game designers to identify their clips.

4.3.2 Implementation

The audio clip rename feature is implemented as a dialog box that can be opened from the audio picker. In the audio picker, the currently selected clip is previewed at the top using an audio tile. As shown in Figure 4-2, this preview audio tile contains a button with a pencil icon next to the clip name. Clicking this button opens the dialog box shown in Figure 4-4. When the game designer hits “OK”, an AJAX request containing the audio clip server id and new name is sent to the TaleBlazer server. The server then updates the audio table in the database to reflect the name change, and responds with the name of the clip that is stored in the database. If the name change was successful, the name stored in the database should match the new name that was sent to the server. When the editor receives the server response, it checks that the response matches the new name. The dialog closes if the name change was successful, taking the game designer back to the audio picker. Otherwise, an error message is shown.

Since the rename functionality updates the server’s database, name changes become permanent the moment the database record is changed. For instance, renaming a clip and then hitting “Cancel” in the audio picker will not undo the rename. This implementation of renaming also ensures that the new name will be used to identify the clip across all games, everywhere it is used.

The main benefit to this approach is that audio clips will have consistent naming across games; designers will not have to rename a clip repeatedly in every game it is being used. However, one potential drawback is that the new clip name will be visible in remixed games. This is discussed further in Section 5.6.3.
Figure 4-4: Rename audio clip dialog.
Chapter 5

User Testing of Audio Clips

After finishing the work described in Chapters 3 and 4 on the audio clips feature, we conducted user testing to gather feedback. We set up a test server (separate from the production TaleBlazer server) that supported the new audio clips feature. This test server provided the editor and backend support needed for audio clips. Additionally, we created an Android build of the mobile application with audio clips functionality. The resulting Android Application Package file (APK) was sent to our testers so they could download and run it on their Android devices. User testing was not conducted on iOS because that required using TestFlight – Apple’s framework for beta testing iOS apps – and would have significantly slowed down our timeline for shipping the next version of TaleBlazer mobile.

We created a testing guide document (Appendix A) containing detailed instructions for our user testers, listing specific questions for which we wanted to gather their responses. These questions allowed us to collect feedback on the different design decisions we had made earlier. We reached out to a few TaleBlazer users that had shown prior interest in an audio feature for the platform.

5.1 Overview

We designed three different tasks that we wanted our testers to perform:

1. Play a demo game with audio clips in the mobile application
2. Perform a few tasks with audio clips in the editor

3. (Optional) Create a new game in the editor with audio clips

The first task would allow us to obtain feedback on the new mobile interface for audio clips, including the playback controls and audio settings. The second task pertained to the new editor interface, namely the changes to the rich text editor and the new audio picker. For this task, our testers would modify an existing game that we created with audio clips on the test server. The optional third task gave our testers the chance to create a new game using audio clips. We made this an optional task because the testers would have already experimented with the editor changes in the second task. However, making a new game would allow testers to brainstorm about how audio clips can be used effectively in games. It would also force them to experiment with recording software as they made their own clips.

The goal of our user testing was to gather feedback on the behavior and functionality of audio clips on the editor and in the mobile application. In particular, we wanted to gauge user response to the design decisions we made (described in Chapters 3 and 4). For example, we were interested in learning how the testers would respond to our use of autoplay in the mobile application. Our testing was focused on evaluating the mechanics of the new feature and determining whether the behavior of audio clips was aligned with user expectations.

5.2 Demo Game

We created a demo game called *Going to Hogwarts* to test the use of audio clips in the mobile application. The game is based on an existing TaleBlazer game of the same title which was created before the addition of audio clips. The new version has a similar storyline, but it includes a wider range of TaleBlazer game mechanics in order to test audio clips under various circumstances. In particular, the demo game exercises all five ways of adding audio clips to games for more exhaustive testing of the new feature.
5.2.1 Game Overview

Going to Hogwarts is located on the MIT campus, but is designed to be played from anywhere using the tap to visit option. Since our testers were physically located far apart from each other, we could not design a demo game that they could all play in the real world. Going to Hogwarts is meant to be a short game that can be played in 10 minutes; it was designed to test audio clips with various TaleBlazer game mechanics.

The objective of the game is to purchase all the supplies needed to enter Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry from the Harry Potter series. Each player starts out with no cash and a Gringotts bank account with 50 galleons. Players need to withdraw cash from the bank using their vault key. Then they use their cash to purchase an owl from Eeylop's Owl Emporium and a wand from Ollivander's Wand Store. After buying the owl and wand, they can get past the entrance to Hogwarts and enter the Great Hall, ending the game.

5.2.2 Game Mechanics

The game begins with a rich text game introduction and an attached audio clip which summarizes the text (Figure 5-1). As seen in Figure 5-2, the player and world dashboards have audio clips attached to the descriptions. The player dashboard additionally has two script actions: “Check Account” and “How am I doing?”. The first action checks the balance of the player’s Gringotts account, which starts out at 50 galleons. This number is updated as the player makes withdrawals from their bank account. The “How am I doing?” script action checks if the player has finished purchasing their school supplies, namely the owl and the wand. The action displays different text with an accompanying audio clip depending on whether or not the player has finished buying the school supplies.

The Entrance to Hogwarts, Great Hall, Ollivander’s Wand Store, Eeylops Owl Emporium, and Gringotts Bank are all TaleBlazer agents that the player visits over the course of the game. The Entrance to Hogwarts has a single script action that checks if the player has finished school shopping. If the player is not done, a “Say rich
Figure 5-1: Demo game introduction.

Figure 5-2: Demo game player (left) and world (right) dashboards.
text” block with accompanying audio is used to notify the player that they still have work to do. If the player is done, they are moved to a new region in the game with a single agent — the Great Hall. The Great Hall agent has a rich text description and accompanying audio clip that congratulates the player for completing the game.

The wand store and owl store both have audio clips attached to their descriptions. In the owl store, the player can use the “Buy Owl” script action to purchase an owl. Similarly, there is a “Buy Wand” action in the wand store. The wand store has an additional “Buy Potion” action; this is a text action that displays rich text with audio. The wand and the owl are additional TaleBlazer agents, and they each cost 10 galleons. The “Buy Owl” and “Buy Wand” script actions check if the player has enough cash to purchase the corresponding item. If the purchase is successful, the Owl agent or Wand agent is added to the player’s inventory, respectively.

When the player first bumps the Gringotts Bank agent, the rich text description and accompanying audio instruct the player to find their vault key in order to make a withdrawal. The vault key is a password-protected agent that the player must pick up and store in their inventory in order to access their bank account. The audio clip attached to the vault key description contains a clue for the password, so players must listen to the clip before proceeding. When an incorrect password is entered, the buzzer sound effect stops any audio clip that was playing, and the player can make another guess. When the correct password is entered, the “Pick Up” action becomes available.

When the vault key is picked up, the Gringotts Bank agent description and associated audio is updated using the “Set description to rich text” script block. The new audio and description notify players that they can now withdraw money from their accounts using their key. When players return to the bank agent, they are presented with the new description and attached audio, as well as a script action called “Withdraw Money” that was previously hidden. This script action withdraws 10 galleons from the player’s bank account, adding this to the player’s cash total. Figure 5-3 shows how the Key agent is used to unlock the Gringotts vault.
Figure 5-3: Unlocking the Gringotts Bank vault in the demo game. The “Withdraw Money” action on the Gringotts Bank only becomes available after the Key agent is picked up. Note that the audio clip attached to the bank description is also different after picking up the vault key.
The demo game therefore tests all five ways of adding audio clips into games: the game introduction, text actions, “Say rich text” script block, “Set description to rich text” script block, and the agent/player/world dashboards.

5.2.3 Testing Guidelines

We first provided our testers with a video tutorial that briefly demonstrated the use of audio clips in the mobile application. Since the feature had never been released to the public, we wanted to use the tutorial to define audio clips and give an overview of the changes made to the mobile interface. Our testers were then instructed to play through the demo game and answer a series of questions regarding their experience. They were also asked to experiment with different audio settings to see if the application behaved as they would have expected. The questions were grouped into four categories, relating to different areas we wanted feedback on: audio quality, audio playback controls, game mechanics, and audio settings. The questions are reproduced in Appendix A.

The audio quality questions were designed to check if the audio clips were understandable, and gauge the feature’s usability under real-world conditions. The questions regarding audio playback controls and audio settings were written to determine if the new mobile interfaces and setting names were intuitive. Finally, the questions about game mechanics were used to check if the behavior of audio clips was what our testers expected. In particular, we were most interested to see if our design decisions regarding autoplay made sense to game players.

5.3 In-Editor Tasks

To gather user feedback on the audio clips feature in the TaleBlazer editor, we gave our testers a series of audio-related tasks to complete in the new version of the editor. We first provided our testers with a short video tutorial to introduce the changes in the editor. The video reminded our users of how to access the rich text editor, and it explained the basics of attaching and renaming audio clips. Although we wanted
to gauge if the audio clips interface on the editor was intuitive, we also wanted to provide our testers with some background information regarding the new feature.

Our testing guide document instructed our testers to first create a new account on the test server. After logging in, they were told to remix the *Going to Hogwarts* game that they had just played on the mobile app. By remixing the demo game, they could experiment with a game that they were already familiar with.

In their own copy of the demo game, the testers were asked to create a new agent and attach an audio clip to the agent description. We asked them to upload a new audio file using the audio picker. They could either record their own audio for this purpose or use a sample file that we had provided. We also instructed them to play the clip directly from the editor via the HTML5 audio player and to rename the clip. Next, the testing guide instructed our testers to create and attach audio to a text action and to a “Say rich text” script block. They were also asked to use the tabs at the bottom of the audio picker to attach an existing audio clip to rich text.

The testing guide document included a series of questions about the audio clips feature in the editor. The questions (reproduced in Appendix A) were designed to determine the usability of the additions to the editor and to find potential issues in functionality.

### 5.4 Optional Game Creation

The third and final task for our audio testers was to create a new game using audio clips. Instead of modifying a remixed game, they were asked to design their own game and include audio. This was an optional task since it was more time-consuming, and because the other two tasks already tested the mobile and editor functionality of audio clips.

We also gave testers the option to add audio clips to one of their existing games on the TaleBlazer production server. Since user testing was conducted on the test server, this would have required manually copying the game file and associated assets from the production server to the test server. If our testers wished to use this option,
they needed to provide us with the game id so that we could find the correct game file and create the copy.

After completing this task, our testers were asked a series of questions (reproduced in Appendix A) to help us evaluate their experience both creating and playing the game. The purpose of this task was to ensure that the end-to-end behavior of the audio clips feature was as expected.

5.5 Results

Testing was conducted with three different TaleBlazer users, all of whom were interested in testing the audio clips feature and had access to an Android device. All three had sufficient experience creating and playing TaleBlazer games before. They had worked with our team in the past to test new features and provide feedback on the platform. We provided them with the instructions in the testing guide and gave them one week to complete the tasks. All of them completed the first two tasks, and one of them completed the optional third task of creating a new game with audio clips.

5.5.1 Feedback on Mobile

Overall, we received positive feedback regarding the new changes introduced to the mobile app. The results have been split into the four different categories of questions that were asked (Section 5.2.3): audio quality, audio playback controls, game mechanics, and audio settings.

Audio Quality
All three testers found that audio quality was sufficient, and they only had to make minimal adjustments to their device’s volume settings. Two of them used their device’s external speakers throughout testing; the third switched between device speakers and earbuds, and found that both methods were equally effective. One of our testers also reported playing the demo game in a fairly busy room with talking and
music playing in the background. Even in this scenario, they were able to hear the audio clips and play through the game without issues. One of our responses indicated that the sound effects were oftentimes much louder than the audio clips, but that was due to the quality of the recordings that were used in the demo game. Game designers can avoid this issue by using better recording software to produce more polished audio. Furthermore, we already use a tool called SoX to normalize and increase the volume of uploaded audio files on the TaleBlazer server (Section 2.2.2).

Audio Controls

No issues were reported regarding the audio playback controls; the user interface was intuitive and the buttons functioned as expected. One of the testers reported that they did not need to use the playback controls since they could easily make progress in the game without having to rewind or replay the clips.

Game Mechanics

Our testers found that the different uses of autoplay in the demo game were intuitive. For example, one reported that autoplaying agent dashboard descriptions made the game more engaging. They cited previous TaleBlazer games where students were impatient to skip ahead and therefore did not read text-based agent descriptions. As a result, these students would miss critical game information and get stuck later on during gameplay. With our use of audio clip autoplay, the tester hypothesized that students would be more likely to listen to the information presented in the clips and therefore less likely to get stuck later on.

Most of our results show that it makes sense from a player’s perspective not to autoplay audio clips attached to the world/player dashboards. However, we received one suggestion to autoplay the audio clip the first time the player visits the World/Player tab. The tester was concerned that players would not notice that there was audio attached to the rich text on the tab and therefore never listen to the clip. We decided not to change our implementation since we wanted to prevent navigation between tabs from triggering audio clip playback. In an effort to keep the Player and World
tabs as consistent as possible with the other tabs in the mobile user interface, we chose to keep our current implementation of autoplay.

We also received positive feedback regarding how audio clips interact with the password sound effects. Our testers bumped into a password-protected agent with an audio clip attached to the description. While the clip was playing, they submitted guesses for the password, triggering the correct/incorrect password sound effects. Two of the testers responded that stopping the audio clip to play the sound effect was intuitive from a player’s perspective. One noted that it may be useful if the audio clip could automatically restart or continue after playing the sound effect. However, we decided against making this change because players that have already listened to the entire clip will not want it to replay. Those that did not finish listening before submitting a password can also use the controls to manually play the clip again.

One final suggestion we received regarding audio playback was in relation to the sandwich menu and the “More” menu. The sandwich menu allows the player to access game-level options, like modifying in-game settings, or pausing/leaving the current game. The “More” menu lets the player switch tabs in the mobile interface. Audio clips are always paused when these menus are opened. One tester suggested continuing playback in this case so that players can listen to audio while reviewing their options in the menus. However, we decided to keep our current implementation because the menus are displayed on top of the current tab, partially covering its contents. Since the tab is no longer the focus of the screen, it follows that any audio playing on the tab should also be paused.

**Audio Settings**

Overall, the audio settings for sound effects and audio clips were intuitive and resulted in the behavior that our testers expected. Our feedback shows that playing the demo game with sound effects disabled, audio clips enabled, and audio clip autoplay enabled was the preferred mode of gameplay.

All three testers agreed that the names of the audio settings could be clearer. The video tutorials our testers had watched had explained the distinction between
audio clips and sound effects, but this difference may not be clear to all players. One suggestion we received was to rename the “Audio Clips” setting to “Custom Audio.” However, we decided against renaming the setting since future work may involve customizing sound effects, blurring the distinction between custom audio and sound effects. Proposed future work on improving the learnability of audio settings is described in Section \[8.2\].

5.5.2 Feedback on the Editor

We received mostly positive feedback regarding the audio clips feature on the editor. Our testers reported that the rich text editor and audio picker were usable and functional. They were able to exercise all the new features on the editor, including creating new audio clips and renaming existing clips.

We received some specific comments regarding the audio clip rename functionality. First, one tester proposed moving the rename functionality from the audio picker to the rich text editor. However, we chose to leave renaming in the picker since we wanted the audio picker to be the centralized interface for the creation and modification of audio clips. Moving the rename function to the rich text editor would spread audio clip modification to another interface, resulting in a less modular design. The second comment we received was that the function of the rename button was not entirely clear since the pencil icon was unfamiliar. To alleviate this issue, we have added a new section on audio clips to the in-editor tutorials. Chapter \[7\] details the additions made to the tutorials.

Regarding the audio picker interface, one tester commented that it was unclear what audio file types were supported. Although uploading an unsupported file type would yield an error message listing all supported types, it would be clearer to provide an explicit list of file extensions in the picker. Section \[5.6.1\] details the adjustments that were made to the picker.
One tester also reported a potential issue in the overall user interface flow for attaching and renaming clips. In a normal user flow, a game designer might open the rich text editor, open the audio picker to select a clip, and then open the rename dialog to rename the selected clip. The rich text editor, audio picker, and rename dialog are all dialog windows that get stacked on top of each other. Since the dialogs have thin, non-contrasting borders, game designers can accidentally hit “OK” or “Cancel” on the wrong dialog. Section 5.6.1 describes the changes made to fix this issue.

The final comment we received was that it was difficult for game designers to see all the places where audio was being used in a game. For instance, a designer could see what audio clips were currently being used in the game, but not where in the game they were being used. Section 5.6.2 discusses the steps taken to alleviate this problem.

5.6 Improvements

Using the results of our testing, we were able to make several improvements to the audio clips feature before releasing it to the public.

5.6.1 Editor Interface Adjustments

We slightly modified the audio picker to list the supported audio file types (Figure 5-4). This change will make it easier for game designers to start using the new feature quickly. A similar modification was also made to the existing image and video pickers for consistency.

We also fixed a user interface issue related to the stacking of the rich text editor, audio picker, and rename dialogs. Figure 5-5a shows the interface with all three dialogs opened. All three of these interfaces are active dialogs that are stacked on top of each other. To prevent game designers from accidentally clicking “OK” or “Cancel” on the wrong dialog, we now ensure that only one dialog is active at a time (Figure 5-5b). We deactivate dialog windows lower in the stack by adding a grayed-out overlay.
5.6.2 Integration with Game Summary

Although the audio picker helped designers review their existing audio clips, there was no easy way for them to view all uses of audio clips in the current game. For instance, a designer could see what audio clips were being used in the current game, but they could not determine what rich text those clips were attached to. This would make it difficult for game designers to quickly determine which pieces of rich text have audio clips and which do not; they would have to open the rich text editor for each, individually.

To alleviate this issue, we integrated audio clips into the existing game summary feature. This feature crawls the content of a game and generates an output HTML file containing an outline of the structure of the game (Figure 5-6a). The HTML file is downloaded to the designer’s local machine so that they can inspect the output. Since the summary already includes all rich text in the game, we could easily add information about any audio clips attached to that rich text. This will give designers a simple way of discovering where audio clips were being used in their games.

The game summary is generated by a JavaScript controller that inspects the structure and contents of a game. In the original implementation, it output the rich text being used in the game and identified where the text was included in the game (i.e.
Figure 5-5: Stacked editor audio dialogs. The rich text editor, audio picker, and rename dialogs are shown before (top) and after (bottom) the addition of the overlay.
an agent dashboard, a text action, etc.). To include information on audio clips, the new implementation first makes an AJAX request to the server to gather metadata on all clips used in the game. It builds a mapping from the server id of each clip, to the retrieved metadata. Then it proceeds to crawl the game as it did before, outputting rich text as it goes. When the crawler comes across a piece of rich text with an attached audio clip, it retrieves the server id of the associated clip. It looks up the server id in its mapping from server id to metadata, and appends that data to the summary (Figure 5-6b). We have also included an HTML5 audio player so that designers can play the clip directly from the summary page.

Before we decided to integrate audio clips with the game summary, we had also discussed integration with the agent overview. As shown in Figure 5-7, the agent overview is a mode of viewing and editing agents in the editor. It displays high-level information about each agent, including its description, image, and actions. At first, we considered listing the names of all audio clips associated with each agent in the overview; this would include clips attached to the description, or to any text/script actions of the agent. However, listing clip names would result in a cluttered interface if an agent had many associated clips. Furthermore, it would still be difficult for designers to determine if a particular clip was attached to the description or to a specific action.

Instead of listing audio clips, we also considered including an audio icon next to the description or action name if it had attached audio. However, we decided that including just an icon would not help game designers determine which clip had been attached to the description or action; they would still need to open the rich text editor to identify the audio clip. For the purposes of this project, we decided that integration with the game summary would be enough to make the audio clips feature usable and ready for deployment. Integration with the agent overview has been left as a future task and is discussed further in Section 8.1.
World

Name: Going to Hogwarts
Description: Your goal is to reach Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
Introduction: Your goal is to buy your school supplies and get to Hogwarts.

Agents

Entrance to Hogwarts
Description: None
Say Scripts
  • Say: Welcome to the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry!
  • Say: You don’t have your school supplies!

Ollivander’s Wand Store
Description: What would you like to do today?
Traits: Wand Price
Text Actions
  • Name: Buy Potion
    Text: You’re in the wrong store, young friend. I only sell wands, not potions...

Figure 5-6: Game summary excerpt shown before (top) and after (bottom) the integration with audio clips.
5.6.3 Improving Audio Clip Renaming

Although our user testers did not report the problem, we found a subtle issue with our audio clip renaming function during the testing process. In the second task assigned to them, the testers remixed our demo game in the editor and made some modifications to it, including renaming an audio clip. However, since the testers had remixed the game, they were not the owners of the audio clips included in the game; when a designer remixes a game, media assets are not copied to their TaleBlazer account. As a result, the testers saw the default error message (Figure 5-8a) when they tried to rename an existing clip in the demo game. They were able to successfully rename clips that they had created and added to their remixed copy of the game, but they could not rename clips that we had created for the demo.

We considered fixing the issue by copying audio assets during the remixing process, but decided against this since image/video assets are not copied this way. Instead we chose to display a more useful error message to the game designer so that they will understand why the rename failed (Figure 5-8b). Since renaming does not affect gameplay, we do not expect designers to rename the clips in remixed games. They
Figure 5-8: Audio clip rename dialog error messages. An error message is displayed when a game designer attempts to rename an audio clip they do not own. The images show the error message before (left) and after (right) the change.

are more likely to rename audio clips that they have created, in which case they will have the permissions to do so.

Another potential issue involving remixing can occur when the creator of a game renames an audio clip. In this case, the name change will be visible to any game designers that had remixed the game. This could be confusing for owners of remixed games since clip names may change without their knowledge. However, based on our feedback from our user testers, we have concluded that the rename functionality will most likely be used sparingly — if at all — by game designers. We have kept the feature as a utility, but we expect that designers will not rename an audio clip more than once. Therefore this issue is not likely to cause confusion among designers.
Chapter 6

Improving Media Uploading

A number of improvements were made to the media upload process on the editor before the audio clips feature was released. These changes affected all forms of supported media on TaleBlazer: images, videos and audio clips. There were three main challenges we addressed to enhance media uploading: improving usability of the video uploader, increasing server security, and enhancing media quality.

The first challenge was to improve usability of the video uploader. In particular, we had received reports from users of failed video uploads. To address this, we updated the software used to process video files on the TaleBlazer server. Section 6.1 describes this change in more detail.

The next challenge was to increase server security. We wanted to prevent malicious uploads from compromising the TaleBlazer server. To address this challenge, we made two enhancements. First, we added upload file size limits to all three media pickers on the editor. Second, we added file type verification for uploaded audio/video files. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 describe these two changes in more detail.

The final challenge was to improve media quality during gameplay. To address this, we reduced the compression of uploaded images and videos. Section 6.4 describes this in more detail.
6.1 Software Updates

As described in Section 2.2.2, uploaded audio and video files are processed on the TaleBlazer server using FFmpeg. The tool is used to compress uploaded files and convert them into standard file formats. In particular, uploaded videos are converted into mp4 files, and audio uploads are converted to m4a. We use mp4 and m4a file formats since they are widely supported on mobile devices. After compressing and converting the uploaded files, they are permanently saved to the TaleBlazer server.

The production TaleBlazer server originally had an outdated version of FFmpeg (version 0.8.3) which was causing video upload issues. We received bug reports from users who could not upload mp4 videos, even after ensuring that their video files had the proper encoding. We discovered that the issue stemmed from our use of the old version of FFmpeg, which could not properly decode the uploaded files. As a solution, we updated our version of FFmpeg to version 2.8.1, the newest stable release available at the time.

6.2 Editor Upload Size Limits

Originally, there were no in-editor upload size checks to prevent game designers from uploading arbitrarily-large files. This could be problematic from a security standpoint as a malicious user could flood the server with numerous uploads and consume a large amount of server storage. The TaleBlazer server configuration prevented uploads of files larger than 50 MB, but there were no other restrictions in place. We decided to add upload size checks in the editor to impose different size limits on different types of media. This adds another layer of security and ensures that in the event that the server configuration is accidentally changed, the upload size limits will still be maintained. Adding the checks directly in the editor also prevents the server from processing requests with excessively large media files.

The upload size checks occur in the audio, image, and video pickers, and different size limits are set according to the media type. Table 6.1 shows the different upload
size limits used. For images and videos, these limits were determined by roughly doubling the maximum size of uploaded image and video files on the server. By doubling the max size, we can ensure that the size limits are not too restrictive, and that they will not prevent designers from uploading the desired media. For audio, 256 kbps is a high-quality bitrate used in commercial products like Amazon’s Digital Music Store and iTunes. We determined that a 5-minute clip at 256 kbps would be about 9.6 MB in size, so we set the limit to 10 MB. In most use cases, audio clips will be less than 2 minutes in length, so this calculation yields a conservative size limit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Upload Size Limit (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Editor Upload Size Limits.

Figure 6-1 shows the error message presented in the audio picker when a designer attempts to upload a file that exceeds the size limits. The file size limit is also displayed in the text next to the upload button. Similar text and error messages are shown in the image and video pickers.

### 6.3 File Type Verification

To improve the security of audio uploads, we added a check to verify the type of the uploaded file. We use a tool called FFprobe (distributed with FFmpeg) that analyzes multimedia files. Using FFprobe, we can check if the uploaded file has a valid audio stream. This prevents a security attack in which a user uploads a malicious executable with an audio file extension. With the new file type validation, the server will detect that the uploaded file is not an audio file and will discard the malicious executable. An error message will be displayed in the audio picker when a file without a valid audio stream is uploaded.
The existing video uploader used MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) type checks to verify the type of uploaded video files. During the upload process, the Linux “file” command was used to get the MIME type of the uploaded file, and then the server checked if that type was included in a list of accepted video MIME types. We planned to use the same approach for audio uploads, but we found that the “file” command produced different MIME type results on different machines. Furthermore, the same file extension could result in many different MIME types, depending on the audio recording source. For example, some m4a audio files were assigned the “audio/mp4” MIME type, while others were assigned “video/3gpp.” This made maintaining a list of accepted audio MIME types difficult. The “file” command tended to produce less variable results for video files, which made the original implementation possible.

However, there was one significant problem with the existing video uploader: one of the accepted video MIME types was “application/octet-stream.” This value represents either an unrecognized type, or a binary file type. The type had been added to the whitelist since some uploaded video files had MIME types that were unrecog-
nizable to the server. However, including “application/octet-stream” made our server vulnerable to attacks; users could upload malicious binary files with video file extensions, and the server would validate the MIME type. We therefore updated the video uploader to also use FFprobe as a means of type validation.

6.4 Media Compression

When video and image support was first introduced to TaleBlazer, mobile devices had relatively poor screen resolution and minimal storage space compared to the modern devices available today. As a result, the media files that game designers uploaded in the editor were highly compressed to minimize the space requirements of TaleBlazer games on mobile devices. However, devices have evolved over recent years to support larger storage capacity and higher screen resolutions. The compressed images and videos used in games therefore look blurry on these devices. To improve the quality of media during gameplay, we reduced the compression of images and videos during the upload process. With this in mind, we implemented audio uploading to use a lower level of compression.

6.4.1 Images

In the original implementation, custom map images were resized so that the maximum dimension was 600 pixels; for all other images, the max size was 300 pixels. Taking into account device screen resolutions and the amount of screen space used by images in TaleBlazer games, we increased the maximum dimension size to 800 pixels for all uploaded images. We removed the distinction between custom maps and other images since it was an obsolete check designed to improve the quality of maps on low-resolution devices. With modern smart phones and tablets, all uploaded images can be saved at a higher resolution.

In the TaleBlazer mobile app, the custom map image is resized to occupy most of the screen: 100% of screen width and 80% of screen height. All other images in the game (like agent dashboard images) use less screen space: 90% of the screen width and
30% of screen height. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the specifications for currently-available phones and tablets with the highest pixel densities [16]. Setting our maximum dimension to 800 pixels will improve the quality of images during gameplay on these high-resolution devices. Although the change may pose problems for players using older devices with less storage capacity, the TaleBlazer mobile app allows players to delete games saved to their devices so they can free up storage space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Name</th>
<th>Width (px)</th>
<th>Height (px)</th>
<th>Pixel Density (ppi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LG G4</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG G3</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC One</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackberry Passport</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG Nexus 5</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: High-resolution smart phone specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Name</th>
<th>Width (px)</th>
<th>Height (px)</th>
<th>Pixel Density (ppi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple iPad mini 2, 3</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asus Nexus 7 (v2)</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Nexus 10</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC Nexus 9</td>
<td>1538</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG G Pad 8.3</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: High-resolution tablet specifications.

### 6.4.2 Videos

Uploaded video files were originally compressed to 480x320 pixels. In TaleBlazer games, video actions play full-screen video. The low quality of the videos in the original implementation was therefore very apparent during gameplay. Using the screen resolution data from the previous section, we increased the dimensions of video to 720x480 pixels. The original implementation encoded the audio stream in videos using the FFmpeg AAC encoder’s default bitrate of 128 kbps. This bitrate results in decent audio quality while avoiding excessive storage costs, and it is used
in commercial products like YouTube [19]. As a result, we decided to keep the same audio bitrate as before.

6.4.3 Audio Clips

While developing the audio clips feature, we made sure to take into account the fact that mobile device storage capacities have increased in recent years. As mentioned in Section 6.4.2 the AAC audio encoder in FFmpeg has a default bitrate of 128 kbps. Since this results in good quality audio, we chose to use this bitrate.
Chapter 7

In-Editor Media Tutorials

The TaleBlazer editor has a slide-out panel of tutorials to help game designers create games and troubleshoot problems. The tutorials allow new designers to quickly learn how to use the interface, and they also serve as a reference for more seasoned users. To improve learnability of audio clips, we wanted to provide step-by-step instructions for designers that were unfamiliar with the feature.

In addition to these instructions, we also wanted to add more technical media documentation to the tutorials. In particular, we aimed to provide details on supported media file formats and audio/video codecs. This information would help designers add media to their games and troubleshoot any issues during the upload process.

7.1 Overview

The tutorials are divided into five sections: “Getting Started,” “How To,” “In Depth,” “Glossary,” and “Blocks.” The first section is designed for TaleBlazer beginners and describes the platform and the editor interface. The “How To” section includes instructions for common game mechanics, such as adding agents and actions. The “In Depth” section delves into details about specific features and describes subtle nuances in behavior. The “Glossary” defines various TaleBlazer terms used throughout the tutorials. Finally, the “Blocks” section provides information on the different types of script blocks.
7.2 Adding Audio Clips

We added a new tutorial section called “How To: Adding Audio Clips” (Figure 7-1). The tutorial explains what audio clips are and how they can be attached to rich text. It also describes the renaming functionality.

7.3 Media Documentation

The original implementation of the editor provided limited documentation regarding the types of supported media. The image and video pickers displayed error messages listing the supported file extensions if a designer uploaded an unsupported file, but this list was not documented elsewhere. We added the list of supported file extensions and upload size limits to the text in the media pickers. Additionally, we included this documentation under the “In Depth” section of the tutorials. In particular, we added
these details to the “About Images,” “About Videos,” and “About Audio Clips” panels (Figure 7-2).

While this file extension and upload size limit documentation is sufficient for images, video and audio require more detailed information. This is because uploading a video or audio file with the correct file extension can still fail due to unsupported encodings. As a solution, we added documentation about FFmpeg to the “About Audio Clips” and “About Videos” panels. We also provided game designers with a link to the FFmpeg site, as well as a list of all codecs supported by our current version of the tool.

Although the information about FFmpeg makes our uploading process more transparent to game designers, it will not be useful for those who are unfamiliar with the technical details of audio and video processing. To address this, we researched the most common applications for recording and editing audio/video [13, 14]. Then we
determined the encodings supported by these applications that were also supported by our version of FFmpeg \([12, 13, 10, 3, 8, 9]\). Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show the results. Although the aiff audio file extension is not accepted by the audio picker on the editor, we have included it in the results since aiff files can easily be converted to accepted file formats using audio applications like iTunes. Given the default encodings used on mobile devices, we decided to additionally support mov and 3gp video files, as well as 3gp audio files. Using these results, we updated our tutorials to describe how game designers can create audio clips and video files compatible with TaleBlazer. The instructions mention some specific audio/video recording and processing software that game designers can use to produce assets supported by the platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Application Name</th>
<th>Recommended Audio Format/Codec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>Mac OS QuickTime</td>
<td>WAV, AIFF, MP3 (with downloaded encoder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Windows Sound Recorder</td>
<td>WMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GarageBand</td>
<td>AIFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FL Studio</td>
<td>WAV, MP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pro Tools</td>
<td>WAV, MP3, AIFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ableton Live</td>
<td>WAV, AIFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>iOS Voice Memos (default app)</td>
<td>System default (typically M4A/AAC, M4A/ALAC)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iOS Voice Record Pro</td>
<td>M4A/AAC, WAV, MP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Android default recording app</td>
<td>System default (typically M4A/AAC, 3GP/AAC)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Android Smart Voice Recorder (SmartMob)</td>
<td>WAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Android Easy Voice Recorder (Digipom)</td>
<td>M4A/AAC, WAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Android Voice Recorder (Splend Apps)</td>
<td>M4A/AAC, WAV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Recommended audio formats and codecs.

*System defaults may vary across devices
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Application Name</th>
<th>File Extension</th>
<th>Recommended Audio Format/Codec</th>
<th>Recommended Video Format/Codec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>iMovie</td>
<td>MP4</td>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>MPEG-4, H.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QuickTime Player</td>
<td>MP4</td>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>MPEG-4, H.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final Cut Pro</td>
<td>MP4</td>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>MPEG-4, H.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Windows Live</td>
<td>WMV</td>
<td>WMA</td>
<td>WMV, H.264 (available Version 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>iOS default camera app</td>
<td>System default (typically MOV)*</td>
<td>System default (typically AAC)*</td>
<td>System default (typically H.264)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Android default camera app</td>
<td>System default (typically MP4, 3GP)*</td>
<td>System default (typically AAC)*</td>
<td>System default (typically H.264, H.263)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Recommended video formats and codecs.
*System defaults may vary across devices
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Future Work

Although the audio clips feature is now in the production version of TaleBlazer, there is still more work to be done to improve audio functionality. Integrating audio clips in the agent overview on the editor will improve usability for game designers. On the mobile app, the audio settings are still unclear for players unfamiliar with the audio clips feature, and therefore adjustments must be made to enhance learnability. Furthermore, we have yet to pilot test the audio clips feature with players in a real-world scenario. Observing gameplay in outdoor settings will help us to determine if the feature met our goal of creating a more engaging platform with the ability to reach a broader audience.

Besides further improvements to audio clips, there are a number of tasks remaining to improve media support in general. For one, we would like to give game designers the option to customize sound effects and agent map icons, both of which are currently built into the platform. Additionally, adding a full-screen image viewing mode in the mobile application will allow players to view images in more detail during gameplay. Also, more improvements can be made to the media upload process to improve asset quality and server security. Further changes to the media pickers in the editor can be employed to improve performance. Finally, adding a script block to play video will result in more media-rich games.
8.1 Agent Overview Integration

As described in Section 5.6.2, audio clips have been integrated with the game summary feature in the editor; however, more integration work remains. In particular, the agent overview is an alternative mode of viewing agents and is used commonly by designers for a high-level summary of all agents. Incorporating audio clips into this view would make it easier for designers to locate the usage of audio clips in their games.

There are several approaches to this, including listing the names and metadata of all audio clips used in the agent’s description or actions, or adding an audio icon next to the description or action name if there is attached audio. Determining which approach to use will require conducting interviews with game designers and collecting their feedback. We will want to find a balance between providing useful audio information on the agent overview while maintaining a clean and simple interface.

8.2 Improving Audio Settings on Mobile

The distinction between the “Audio Clips” and “Sound Effects” settings will likely be confusing for players unfamiliar with the new feature. While we have provided tutorials in the editor that define what audio clips are, there is no corresponding documentation in the mobile app. One potential solution is to provide helper text next to the setting names. For example, we can indicate that an agent bump chime is an example of a sound effect, while audio clips are recordings presented with text in the game. The mobile app also has a “How to Play” tutorial section that we can update to include details about audio settings.

Another issue with the current implementation of audio settings is that they are in-game settings, and not application-level settings. While this is useful for players who want to customize their audio settings for different games, it can be problematic for organizations that use TaleBlazer. These organizations typically create games and lend devices to visitors who play those games. Having application-level audio settings would allow organizations to easily configure in-game audio on all their devices. With
only game-level settings, organizations would have to rely on players selecting the correct audio settings upon starting the game. At the same time, audio settings should also remain on the in-game settings page so that players do not have to pause the game in order to change them. One solution is to have application-level audio settings that define the default in-game audio settings of all games played on the device. That way, organizations can set the default settings for all their devices, and players who wish to modify the settings can do so without pausing the game.

8.3 Pilot Testing

Audio clips were developed with the intention of reducing the amount of time players had to look at their devices during gameplay. However, we cannot judge whether or not we met this goal without pilot testing the feature. Running a demo game outdoors with children — our target audience — will demonstrate whether audio clips result in a more engaging form of gameplay. We can run an experiment comparing the same game with and without audio, and ask players to rate their level of interest and engagement. Direct observation will also allow us to judge whether players spent less time looking at their device screens and more time looking at the surrounding environment.

Furthermore, observing gameplay will help us to determine whether the feature is usable in real-world settings. For example, it is critical that players can still hear the clips even when they are surrounded by other players who are also listening to in-game audio. Additionally, player feedback will reveal if any parts of the mobile interface are unintuitive or confusing.

8.4 Further Media Customizations

While audio clips are custom recordings uploaded by game designers, sound effects are not customizable. The three sound effects in the platform (agent bump chime, correct password chime, incorrect password buzzer) cannot be modified by the game
designer on the editor. Allowing customization of sound effects will improve the use of audio on the platform. To give game designers even more creative flexibility, we can allow them to define different sound effects for different agents. This feature should also let designers suppress sound effects directly from the editor. When suppressed, sound effects will not be played even if the sound effects setting is enabled. This is useful for designers that are creating games for quiet settings; they will not have to rely on mobile audio settings to ensure that their games are silent.

Agent map icons are also currently built into the platform and not customizable. We can add functionality to allow game designers to upload custom icons that fit the theme of their game.

8.5 Full-Screen Image Mode

In the mobile application, images in games are restricted in size so that they can fit on the agent/player/world dashboards. This prevents players from seeing the images in more detail. Adding a full-screen image mode can resolve this issue, giving players the opportunity to look more closely at the images associated with the dashboard. For example, players could tap or swipe across the image to turn on full-screen mode and view the image more closely; swiping or tapping again could return the player to the dashboard.

8.6 Additional Media Upload Improvements

One major improvement to be made is ensuring that the aspect ratio of uploaded video files is maintained during the resizing process. With the current implementation, videos are resized to 720x480 pixels, causing videos with different aspect ratios to be distorted.

Another improvement would be to use the H.264 video encoder for video processing on the server. Currently, uploaded video files are compressed and converted to mp4 files with MPEG-4 video encoding and AAC audio encoding. The H.264 encoding
format is newer and more robust than MPEG-4, and will result in better video quality and more efficient compression.

To further improve video quality, the bitrate of the video encoder should be adjusted. Both the MPEG-4 and H.264 video encoders in FFmpeg use a variable bitrate that depends on the desired frame rate, dimensions, and quality of the encoded video. The quality can be adjusted by changing an FFmpeg parameter. Increasing the quality will result in a higher bitrate and therefore higher file size. As a result, an appropriate quality parameter must be chosen to boost perceived video quality but avoid excessive storage costs.

To improve performance on the editor, thumbnails should also be generated for images during the upload process. With the current implementation, only the full-size image is saved to the server. As a result, the full-size image needs to be downloaded just to display a small thumbnail on the editor. Especially with the reduced image compression described in Section 6.4.1, the editor is forced to download large amounts of image data to render agent image thumbnails. Furthermore, the image picker downloads full-size images to display thumbnails of the game designer’s existing image assets. Downloading a smaller copy of these images will decrease download time, improving editor performance.

A final improvement would be adding security checks for image uploads similar to those used for video and audio (Section 6.3). We could use FFprobe to verify that the uploaded files are indeed images. We could also experiment with using MIME types for this verification to check if the results of the Linux “file” command are more reliable for images than for audio/video.

8.7 Media Picker Tab Pagination

Performance in the editor can be improved by using pagination in the tabs at the bottom of the media pickers. This is especially critical for the My Files tab, which displays all the image, video, or audio assets a game designer has uploaded to the server. With the current implementation, the tabs in the pickers can be populated
with an arbitrarily-large number of assets. For the image and video pickers, this will result in a high volume of synchronized image downloads. Using pagination to display a smaller number of assets at once will reduce the time it takes to retrieve image data from the server and render the content of the picker tabs. It will also reduce the amount of synchronized load the server needs to handle. Note that this is not an issue for the audio picker since it only uses two AJAX requests to populate the tabs, regardless of the size of the tab contents (Section 4.2.2). However, pagination should still be used in the audio picker for consistency with the other pickers.

### 8.8 Video Script Blocks

The overall use of media in TaleBlazer can be improved by adding script blocks to play video. Expanding video usage to scripts will give game designers more ways of including media in their games. Like video actions, the blocks can be used to play full-screen video. This will lead to more engaging, less text-heavy games. However, implementing this will involve changing the underlying design of video asset management. As described in Section 2.2.5 audio clips use a different asset management scheme from images/video so they can be played from scripts. Adding a script block to play video will require changing the implementation to use a similar scheme for videos as well.

Initially, we had also considered adding a script block to play audio. However, since audio does not have a visual component, it would be unclear what should be displayed on-screen in the mobile app while the audio script block is executing. Although this is still something that can be implemented in the future, video script blocks are a more straight-forward first step towards media-rich scripts.
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Conclusion

The TaleBlazer platform supports creating and playing location-based AR games. With the introduction of the new audio clips feature, game designers will be able to produce more engaging games, relying less on text to convey information. Players will also be able to look up from their mobile devices and explore their surroundings while playing these games. Our user testing and infrastructure improvements have made the feature ready for its public release, and tutorials have enhanced the learnability of all media support on the editor. Future work with TaleBlazer media will continue to enrich and expand the space of games that can be created with the platform.
Appendix A

Research Instruments

This appendix gives the guide that was provided to testers during user testing. Links to the video tutorials describing the changes to the mobile application and editor are included in the text of the user testing guide. The links have also been reproduced below.

Mobile Video Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IpSECIERPtE
Editor Video Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10QSRZ6KZUg
TaleBlazer “Audio Clips” Testing Guide

Description of Audio Clips Feature

The new audio clips feature allows game designers to attach audio recordings to pieces of rich text via the rich text editor. During gameplay, players will be presented with the visual text on the screen accompanied by an optional audio recording selected by the game designer. The designer selects this recording by uploading audio files on the editor via the rich text dialog. The recording does not necessarily have to match the text being displayed, differentiating this from text-to-speech. Instead, audio clips can be used to enhance gameplay in whatever way the designer sees fit; this could mean recording the exact words that appear in the rich text, summarizing the text in a more concise manner, or having a voice actor read the text more dramatically.

Since audio clips are coupled with rich text, there are five different ways to add them to games:

- Game introduction
- Text action
- “Say rich text” script block
- “Set description to rich text” script block
- Agent/Player/World dashboard

Note that we differentiate between audio clips, which represent audio recordings that are attached to rich text, and sound effects, which represent the default bump/password sounds that are already included in TaleBlazer. To clarify, this project focuses exclusively on audio clips.

We would like to test the changes to both the editor and mobile app, and gauge the usability and functionality of the new feature. There are two (or three) tasks we would like you to complete:

1. Play a demo game to test mobile changes
2. Complete a few tasks on the new version of the editor
3. (Optional) Make a game with audio or add audio to an existing game

Details for each of these tasks are listed below. Each task includes a series of questions that we would like you to answer. You can type your responses inline in this doc, and informal answers (bullet points, etc) are perfectly fine.

**Target Date:** We would like to collect feedback by October 16, but this is a flexible deadline. Please let us know if you would like more time to complete testing.
Task 1: Play a Demo Game

1. Watch a quick video on mobile changes: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IpSECIERPtE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IpSECIERPtE)
2. Uninstall the production app from your Android device. **You will need to reinstall it after you complete all testing in order to use TaleBlazer and have access to your games.** The new build you will be using for testing points to a test server, which does not contain your existing TaleBlazer games.
3. Download and install the APK for the new version of the app from [http://bit.ly/1FRIM0a](http://bit.ly/1FRIM0a) onto your Android device. Note that it is case-sensitive. If this URL does not work, try the full URL: [https://www.dropbox.com/s/n75c7a44lfz1etp/TaleBlazer.apk?dl=0](https://www.dropbox.com/s/n75c7a44lfz1etp/TaleBlazer.apk?dl=0).
4. Download and play the demo audio game *Going to Hogwarts*. This is a sample game, so you can find it directly on the home screen (under the MIT organization). Alternatively, you can find it with the game code: gjlfjsn. While playing the demo game, please consider the following questions and type your answers below.

**Audio Quality**
- How is the audio volume? Did you adjust your phone volume settings?
- Could you hear/understand the recordings? Did you use earbuds or the phone’s speakers?

**Audio Controls**
- Use the different controls on the audio player. Did the buttons work as expected?
- How often did you use the controls during gameplay? Did you rewind and re-listen often?

**Game Mechanics**
- With the Audio Clips Autoplay setting on, note when audio autoplays and when it doesn’t. Is the behavior what you would expect? How does it affect gameplay? Try the following scenarios, paying attention to when autoplay occurs:
  - Autoplaying on agent dashboards vs. Player/World tabs
  - Bump into Ollivander’s Wand Store, hit Buy Potion, then hit ‘OK’ to return to the agent dashboard.
  - Bump into the Key agent, unlock it, and hit ‘Pick Up’. This will update the Key’s agent description and associated audio.
- The Key agent is password-protected. Note how the audio clip attached to its description interacts with the password buzzer/chime. Is the behavior what you would expect?

**Audio Settings**
- Try changing the audio settings on the Settings page. Restart/replay the game for each of the setting combinations below. You don’t have to replay the entire game; just bump into some agents, run some actions, and look at the Player/World tab. Experiment with more combinations if you have time. Did the behavior match your expectations?
  - Sound Effects on, Audio Clips on, Audio Clips Autoplay off
  - Sound Effects on, Audio Clips off
  - Sound Effects off, Audio Clips on, Audio Clips Autoplay on
- Do the setting names make sense? Is the distinction between audio clips and sound effects clear?
Task 2: Work with the Editor

1. Watch a quick video on editor changes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOQSRZ6KZUg
2. Go to the new version of the online editor at http://54.158.22.210/
3. Make a new account and log in.
4. Remix the Going to Hogwarts demo game by going to http://54.158.22.210/profile/manali and clicking remix next to the Hogwarts game.
5. Add a new agent. You can name it whatever you want, and place it in any region you wish.
6. Edit the description of the new agent. Check “Attach Audio” at the bottom of the rich text editor and upload a new file for the description. You can either record your own, or you can use this sample file: http://bit.ly/1RsWoQy. If this URL does not work, try the following: https://www.dropbox.com/s/xuez932giu4aav5/sample_audio.m4a?dl=0.
7. Try playing the audio clip from the editor and renaming it.
8. Close the rich text editor. Reopen it and try switching the audio clip to an existing recording from the audio picker.
9. Give your agent a text action and try attaching audio to it.
10. Add a script action that uses the “say rich text block” and try attaching audio to it.

Feel free to experiment with the editor further if you wish. Here are some questions to keep in mind while completing this task. Please include your answers below.

- Was the editor interface intuitive? Did you understand where/how to upload recordings?
- Did the rename functionality make sense and work as expected?
- Was the player on the editor functional?
- Were you confused or frustrated at any point, even slightly? Please describe/explain where/why.
(Optional) Task 3: Create/Play your Own Game

If you have extra time, create your own new game with audio! If you have an existing game that you would like to add audio to, email me the id and game code, and I’ll make it accessible on the new server. Remember, this does not have to be a polished game; you can use scratch audio recordings just to test functionality.

Things to consider while testing are listed below. Please comment on each with your feedback (positive/negative).

- When you play your newly-created game, did the audio appear where you expected it to?
- Try recording and using clips of different length. How is the experience from both the game designer and player perspectives?
- What functionality or settings would you have liked to see on the editor to make the process simpler? What about on the mobile app?
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